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trained to teach in turn in the primary normal schools. From this route, traditionally,
there was no access to the universities; it was a professional dead end, for only the
baccalaureat could lead to the university, and the baccdaureat was the special preserve
of secondary schools. As Talbott puts it:
Under the Third Republic the sans-laiin was the social counterpart of the
sans-culotte of the Revolution. The educational system was a sort of self-
propelled engine of social control, acting as a brake upon social mobility and as a
counterweight to civic and political equality. It was one more means by which
the working class could be held at arm's length from the chief beneficiaries of
the Third Republic.29
It seemed possible, however, that the formative role of the educational system
which had perpetuated class distinctions for so long and thus had acted as a positive
shaper of French society might now be reversing itself and revving up its engines to
break through the walls of social class. The march to the secondary schools would, as
in the United States, in Russia, in Japan, and in Britain, soon beat demandingly upon
the cloistered walls of higher education.
In general, French higher education by mid-twentieth century had not kept pace
with advances in other countries. It has been wedded to traditional subject matters and
to traditional methods of teaching and research. Its facilities and laboratories have
been outmoded. Its lecture halls have been massively overcrowded; control centralized
in the ministry; professors remote from students. The reform movement, as far back as
the Langevin commission, urged a revitalizing to overcome the strict separation of the
technical from the theoretical that has long marked French higher education. An
example of this was the establishment of the National School of Administration to
give better preparation for public officials. If this and similar movements were to be
expanded to bring together the basic cultural and intellectual foundations and prac-
tical training experience, a new day might dawn in French professional education.
Another suggestion has been to bring the specialized grandes ecoles for technical
training into closer association with the university faculties and research institutes.
But reform in France had to await, as it did elsewhere, the vast disruptions of
student disorders of the late 1960s. A radical reorganization of French higher educa-
tion under the Education Minister, Edgar Faure, was ordered by the DeGaulle
government after it was almost toppled by the student riots of 1967-1968. It remained
to be seen, however, whether overnight a century and a half of highly structured,
formalized, achievement-oriented, examination-ridden, highly intellectualized educa-
tion for a small elite could be democratized, decentralized, individualized, pract-
icalized, and oriented to masses of learners as well as to the larger world of nations. If
it could, French higher education might be reenergized and redirected on the road to
modernity.
29Talbott, op. cit., p. 32.

